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Sophisticated FIMO gems
What’s that lovely sparkle and shine?
This delicately shimmering rose quartz disc provides a stunning platform for other pendants and is the key piece of
this jewellery creation. It makes a real eye-catcher in combination with the smaller pendant complete with glittering
rhinestone. The new, realistic-looking FIMO gemstone colours make it possible for you too to become a jewellery
designer without any trouble at all. Whether rose quartz or citrine, the wide range of shades available means you can
find the right gemstone colour whatever your taste. Even FIMO novices can create impressive pieces of
jewellery - both quickly and easily.
Shopping / material list

Sophisticated FIMO gems
Space for your notes

You will need these STAEDTLER articles:

material

You can find our products in
well-stocked sales outlets. Should
you have any queries, please call
our hotline: +49 (0)911 9365-888.
Have fun crafting!

Product

Colour

Art.no.

Quantity

FIMO effect

Rose quartz

8020-206

1

FIMO soft

Raspberry

8020-22

1

Acrylic roller

--

8700 05

1

Texture sheet

Lace trim

8744 06

1

Shaped cutters

Metal, small (e.g. flower)

8724 03

1

Metallic powder

Silver

8708 BK

1

Oven thermometer

--

8700 02

1

Grind´n polish-set

--

8700 08

1

Gloss varnish

--

8703 01BK

1

3

You will also require:
Smooth work surface (glass or ceramic), round pastry cutter Ø 4-5 cm, small round cutter
or pen cap Ø 1-1.5 cm, knitting needle or skewer, ovenproof glass rhinestones,
caoutchouc necklace with clasp, two choker eyelets in silver
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Instructions for Sophisticated FIMO gems
1

Knead two strips of rose quartz until soft and then roll
to a ball in your hands. Use your hand to flatten the ball
before rolling it out with the acrylic roller to an even,
approx. 4 mm thick sheet.

2

Cut out a circle using the large round cutter and remove
the surplus. Now make a hole for the eyelet using the
small cutter or a pen cap.

3

Roll one strip of Raspberry to a ball too and roll it out to
an even, approx. 4 mm thick sheet.

Leave about 4 mm between the edge of the circle and
the hole.
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Instructions for Sophisticated FIMO gems
4

Spray the lace trim texture sheet with a little water and
place the embossed side face down onto the sheet of
FIMO classic.

5

Peel the texture sheet off and cut out a little flower using
the small metal cutter.
Put the surplus FIMO to one side.

6

Sprinkle a little silver powder onto the work surface.
Dip your finger into the powder and brush over the
elevated areas of the flower with it.

Press on gently with your fingers first and then roll over
it with the acrylic roller applying a little pressure as you
do so.
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Instructions for Sophisticated FIMO gems
7

Use a knitting needle to make a hole for the eyelet.
Position the rhinestone and press it firmly into the FIMO
with the knitting needle.
Harden both items in the oven for 30 minutes at 110°C.
Leave to cool. Working from fine to microfine, use the
sanding sponges to polish the round disc.
This will give it a lovely shine. Add a thin coat of gloss
varnish to the flower to prevent the powder from
rubbing off. Finish off by adding the choker eyelets and
thread the pendants onto the caoutchouc necklace.

4

